Cloning and comparative analysis of the bovine, porcine, and equine sex chromosome genes ZFX and ZFY.
A growing body of evidence suggests the involvement of sex chromosome genes in mammalian development. We report the cloning and characterization of the complete coding regions of the bovine Y chromosome ZFY and X chromosome ZFX genes, and partial coding regions of porcine and equine ZFX and ZFY genes. Bovine ZFY and ZFX are highly similar to each other and to ZFX and ZFY from other species. While bovine and human ZFY proteins are both 801 amino acids long, bovine ZFX is 5 amino acids shorter than human ZFX. Like in humans, both bovine ZFY and ZFX contain 13 zinc finger motifs and belong to the Krueppel family of C2H2-type zinc finger proteins. The internal exon-intron organization of the bovine, porcine and equine ZFX and ZFY genes has been determined and compared. Within this region, the exon lengths and the positions of the splice sites are conserved, further suggesting a high evolutionary conservation of the ZFX and ZFY genes. Additionally, new alternatively spliced forms of human ZFX have been identified.